
Who Whom

Name: Date: __/__/20__

With some bold companions, to _______ he had revealed his design he
escaped in the night, by rapid marches, from the field or battle to his paternal
mountains.

1. whom

At last the time came when I remembered another friend with _______ I
had corresponded, and whose advice I thought I might now ask with some
confidence.

2. whom

Sam was a fellow _______ detested misunderstanding.3. who

Intense was the anxiety of all _______ watched her.4. who

According to the tradition of his companions, Mahomet was distinguished
by the beauty of his person, an outward gift which is seldom despised, except
by those to _______ it has been refused.

5.

whom

The man _______ had fallen against him was lying face down upon the
deck.
6. who

Having practically no position except that of housewife or mother, she was
merely a source of pleasure for man, for _______ she had little or no respect.
7.

whom

Nick was the one _______ broke the ice.8. who

For this purpose the subordinates for _______ the orders are intended are
assembled, if practicable, at a place from which the situation and plan can be
explained.

9. whom

He thought of the wretched millions of mankind to _______ life is so
barren that they must needs believe in a recompense beyond the grave.
10. whom

It has been shown to several, and is open to any one _______ wishes to
see it.
11. who

He was seized by the soldiers, _______ threw him into the sea.12. who

My parents, _______ were less wise perhaps, remained.13. who
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The state of this folk, of _______ I saw so little, I can merely guess at.14. whom

Yes, and twice so much as that to any one _______ had ears to hear.15. who

Orion, _______ she was seeking, had been there, but had just left.16. whom

My neighbor informed me that the landlord, to _______ I owed three
quarters' rent, had turned me out; I must clear out next morning.
17. whom

There are also women to _______ pregnancy is a nine months' torture,
and others to _______ it is nearly certain to prove fatal.
18. whom

whom

And that love of form so deep in the French soul promoted the girl's
admiration for one _______ she could see would in no circumstances lose
her dignity.

19.
whom

The good people with _______ I lodge, stared in astonishment when I told
them how far I had wandered.
20. whom
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